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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Dear friends

On behalf of INTERSTENO, the International Federation for Information Processing, I
wish you a successful convention on reporting in Povo-Trento and I send you our
best regards.

Since 1887 INTERSTENO is organizing on regular base international congresses in
which much attention is given to Reporting in every aspect. In our about 120 years of
existence, we had the honour to have four congresses in Italy: in 1926 (Milano), 1957
(Milano), 1987 (Firenze) and 2003 (Roma).

In our international and world wide activities we are very grateful to the Italian
National group of INTERSTENO that is very active and very experienced in the field
of reporting and plays a crucial role in all our activities. Also with the Accademia
Giuseppe Aliprandi we have the best relationship.

The conference La Resocontazione: competenze, tecniche, organizzazioni that is
running today is of great interest for the members of INTERSTENO. Reporting will be
a main theme at our next convention, which will be held in Prague (Czech Republic)
from 21 to 27 July 2007. We will bring together experience on reporting from all over
the world, to be shared in different conferences. World championships and
international championships will be organized in real time reporting, speech
captioning with stenotype, voice recognition and shorthand, text production, text
corrections, professional word processing, correspondence and minute taking…

We invite all of you to join our convention in Prague. Information will be spread on our
website (www.intersteno.org) and in our e-newsletters.

I hope you enjoy your stay in Trento and I'm looking forward to meet you in Prague,
July 2007.

Danny Devriendt

Secretary-Treasurer INTERSTENO

30th November 2006
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